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Abstract. Financial management is concerned with the financial evaluation of
activities performed in the supply chain. Each activity has implications on the
financial situation but the actual cause-effect relation involved in this context is
not always obvious. From a return on investment (ROI) perspective the financial
measures revenue, cost, and assets, i.e. investment, are identified. Strategic
lead-times have been highlighted in the literature as key components for flow
design. Strategic lead-times are thereafter further analyzed and the relations
between financial measures and strategic lead-times are outlined. Based on these
relations, it is possible to establish a relation between financial measures, and
decoupling points and decoupling zones. Subsequently this is shown to also
provide a reference to supply chain management strategies as they are defined in
the literature.
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1 Introduction

Financial measures play a significant role in much decision making at a company level.
Money in the bank has for long been a guiding star but as highlighted by e.g. Pierre S.
du Pont the actual return obtained on the investment is the key measure. This return on
investment (ROI) has since played an important role in the allocation of funds. Money
is travelling from activities providing insufficient ROI to relatively more profitable
investments and by using the so called DuPont scheme the ROI can be disintegrated
into its constituent parts related to the balance sheet and the profit and loss statement
respectively. In summary, the balance sheet provides the “investment” of ROI and the
profit and loss statement provides the revenues and costs during a period. In short the
ROI can be defined as the profit (revenues minus costs) divided by the assets in the
balance sheet, which in some cases can be seen as the investment.

Even if Henry Ford once stated that “My idea was then and still is that if a man did
his work well, the price he could get for that work, the profits, and all financial matters
would care for themselves.” [1, p. 44] the relation between “work well” and “profits”
is, however, not always that obvious. Henry Ford, as the main owner of Ford, could
trust his intuition on this but in most cases this is not possible. Frequently, the owners
are not present in the operations, and are many times also not that interested in the
operational details. Instead, the owners focus on the ROI of each period. In a stable
environment of mass production this approach works well as the system may be
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fine-tuned and compete based on economies of scale. Many companies are however
facing a much more dynamic environment where in particular the demand changes
rapidly due to for example short product life cycles. But, also supply can be dynamic in
the sense that the dynamic demand puts pressure on the supply network to be able to
respond to the demand changes. At an operational level these dynamics are much more
perspicuous in the sense that the dynamics of demand and supply directly influence the
capability of the system. These dynamics are known as the Forrester effect [2] or later
the Bullwhip effect [3] and may be mitigated in several ways of which changes to the
structure of the supply chain, the reduction of lead-times and simplification of infor-
mation flows are important. One common theme here is the lead-times of the supply
chain. Lead-time management has developed in many directions over the years and is a
corner stone of e.g. time-based management [4], lean thinking [5], and decoupling
thinking, see e.g. [6, 7]. All these approaches focus on lead-time and efficient use of
resources but still the connection between different lead-times and ROI is not that well
investigated in the literature. The purpose here is therefore to outline relations between
the financial measure of ROI and the key lead-times, i.e. the strategic lead-times.

Next, decoupling layers are outlined and then financial measures are further ana-
lyzed followed by an overview of strategic lead-times in the context of decoupling
thinking. Finally, the two areas of financial measures and decoupling based on strategic
lead-times are combined and some conceptual relations between ROI and strategic
lead-times are identified and illustrated in a decoupling framework.

2 The Decoupling Layers

Management in general is a challenging subject and Wikner [7] suggests that three
distinct system perspectives can be used to focus on different aspects. At a fundamental
level there is a logical perspective where the transformation is in focus (see Fig. 1).
This layer is associated with process management which can be divided into a meta
level of flow constructs and a higher level of constructs focusing on specific decision
categories. The details of the logical perspective are further described in [7]. The
physical perspective is based on the fundamental flow logic but employs these con-
structs in terms of supply chain management strategies where the type of transfor-
mation is important and this is further outlined in [8]. Finally, all these transformations
must be interpreted in terms of economic consequences where the actual sponsor of the
transformation is identified and this is the subject of this paper.

Transforma on

Type of transforma on

Sponsor of transforma on Business management

Supply chain management

Legal perspec ve

Physical perspec ve

Management approachSystem perspec ve

Process managementLogical perspec ve

Transforma on associa on

Fig. 1. The three perspectives legal, physical, and logical [7].
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3 Financial Measures

As pointed out initially the key fundamental financial measure is return on investment
(ROI). ROI can be defined in different ways, depending on what the “investment”
represents, but the key point is that the result obtained should be put in relation to the
size of the investment. The result is the Profit obtained, from the profit and loss
statement, and expressed per time period and referred to as Revenue minus Cost, i.e.
Profit = Revenue − Cost. In throughput accounting [9] the ROI is based on the
throughput, operating expenses and inventory but the result is the same except for some
effects due to allocation to different periods. In addition, the size of the investment is
here represented by the Assets in the balance sheet. As a consequence, the ROI can be
calculated as: ROI = (Revenue − Cost)/Assets and each of these three components are
further elaborated on below. Note that this particular definition of ROI corresponds to
return on assets (ROA). But, since the key message here is the significance of the
relative property of the measure the more general name ROI is used below.

Revenue is based on income and is defined as the income allocated to different
periods. The revenue generating capability of an offering is correlated to the competi-
tiveness of the offering. The competitiveness of the business is thus an important factor
for the revenue generating capability. For example, if the market requests customization
it usually indicates that the customer can accept some delivery lead-time but also that the
business must have flexibility for customization to generate the revenue. Correspond-
ingly, a focus on low price usually indicates that the market can accept a more stan-
dardized offering, i.e. a commodity, but then available within a short lead-time. As a
consequence, the revenue is dependent on the lead-time facing the customer and the
capability of the company to use this lead-time to provide a competitive offering.

Costs are related to expenses and can be categorized in different ways. A frequently
used approach is to divide costs into direct and indirect costs. The two key components
in direct costs are directly attributed to the cost object and are direct material (DM) and
direct labor (DL). Indirect costs are then allocated to the cost objects on some basis that
is usually related to direct costs such as resources used during a lead-time.

Assets, as used here, concern both materials and capacity. Materials are related to
the expected scenarios such as the expected lead-time for a flow section which will
contain a certain amount of material in relation to the lead-time. The other aspect refers
to unexpected events and buffers that are introduced to protect against these unexpected
events. Capacity is less directly related to lead-times but obviously outsourcing reduces
the level of own capacity at the expense of higher costs for direct materials.

4 Financial Measures and Strategic Lead-Times

There are six types of strategic lead-times that are of particular interest here and can be
seen as aggregate reflection of certain perspectives of performed activities, see e.g. [7].
On the supply side, the cumulative lead-time (S) is fundamental but also the division of
the lead-times into internal (I) and external (E) is important as it refers to the con-
trollability of the activities. In addition, the capability to create customized solutions is
related to the customization that could be created based on the properties of the
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product. These properties can be created certain lead-time before delivery and this is
referred to as the supply based adapt lead-time (AS). The AS hence represents the
capability of the business to provide a customized solution (in the figure it is AS for
item U, hence the notation AS,U). On the demand side the requested delivery lead-time
(D) is key. However, it is important to note that D is not related to level of custom-
ization, but only to how long time before delivery that the customer order is obtained.
The distinction between requested customization and standardization is instead covered
by the demand based adapt lead-time (AD). These strategic lead-times (S, I, E, AS, D,
and AD) are illustrated in the example of Fig. 2. Note that the strategic lead-times, E
and I, are unique for each branch of the bill-of-material and that there can be several AS

depending on the properties of the bill-of-material. Next, these strategic lead-times are
investigated based on their impact on some financial measures.

4.1 External Lead-Time (E) and Internal Lead-Time (I)

External lead-time (E) is defined for each branch of the time phased bill-of-material.
E is based on the lead-time that is external to the logical entity and is usually related to
purchased material that is considered as direct material cost (DM). Correspondingly,
the internal lead-time (I) is based on transformation that is performed on the direct
material and is hence related to the direct labor cost (DL).

In addition, I represents the time the item spends in the system, and thus also the
value of the item. Consequently, it is related to the amount of material in the system,
also referred to as work in process (WIP) inventory. A measure of the extent is
provided by Little’s formula that tells us that the amount of material in the system is
related to the flow rate multiplied by the lead-time, which in this case is I for that item.
In a similar manner, E is related to the replenishment lead-time from suppliers and due
to both the lead-time and the potential uncertainty in the external lead-time the mag-
nitude of E may impact assets in terms of raw material inventory, c.f. safety lead-times.

Note that this discussion refers to the main impact. From a more general perspective
it could be argued that the ratio of E and I indicates the use of external capabilities that
may also contribute to impact revenues. This ratio could be altered by e.g. outsourcing
parts of the activities. However, these “side effects” are not emphasized here.

Fig. 2. Example of material-based and lead-time-based bill-of-materials [7].
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In summary, I and E are both important from a cost perspective as well as from an
asset perspective. E is related to DM and raw materials inventory, and I impacts the
assets in terms of capital tied up in the flow, also known as WIP inventory.

4.2 Supply Lead-Time (S) and Delivery Lead-Time (D)

Both the supply lead-time (S) and the delivery lead-time (D) are important from a risk
perspective where S indicates where the provider must start taking a material based
supply risk and D is where the supply risk is neutralized in the sense that the provider
does not need to speculate any more due to that the customer has made a decision, i.e.
released a customer order. S can be defined from a product perspective and from an
item perspective. The product perspective refers to the longest cumulative lead-time of
the complete product structure. This lead-time was originally referred to as the product
lead-time (P) [10]. The item perspective is not as frequently used and represents the
cumulative lead-time for each individual item considering the items above the item in
the product structure [11]. Here, the focus is on the product based S. D represents the
delivery lead-time requested by the market and corresponds to how long before the
actual delivery that the supplier does not have to take the supply risk. At this time the
customer has decided about the customer order and hence the supplier can perform the
transformation to customer order, i.e. under certainty about demand.

S and D are also significant in how they interact. S is on the supply side and
represents characteristics of the supply capability. D is on the demand side and rep-
resents the point in time in the planning horizon where the properties of demand
changes from forecast-driven to customer-order-driven. S indicates the part of the
planning horizon with released or firm planned orders in line with the planning time
fence (PTF). It represents the time span within which the materials available are
constrained. D represents the positioning of the customer order decoupling point
(CODP) [12] and also the demand time fence (DTF) and this is where the uncertainty
for planning is further reduced. The relation between time fences and S and D is further
outlined in [7]. Since S, and in particular S–D, is based on speculation it is also where
WIP is most likely to accumulate and impact assets in an additional way.

In summary, D affects the positioning of a key buffer point, the CODP, and as a
consequence also capital tied up, i.e. assets. In addition, it is a key lead-time for
creating a competitive advantage and thus represents an opportunity for increasing
revenues. S is mainly a measure of where material-based speculation needs to be
initiated and hence where the preconditions for buffers are initiated at the latest.

4.3 Adapt Lead-Time Based on Demand (AD) and Supply (AS)

The adapt lead-time is related to the customization of the product. Basically there are
two possible perspectives on customization [13]. The market oriented is the demand
based adapt lead-time (AD) based on the customers’ requirements on customization.
The second perspective is related to supply and if the product has untapped possibilities
for creating customization. This is basically unused potential in the product and is
usually related to particular items that provide this opportunity and this adapt lead-time
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is called supply based adapt lead-time (AS). The market based customization has
obvious potential for increased revenue. For the supply based customization this
relation is not as obvious, since it has not been requested by the market, and the
potential cost impact is more significant since it e.g. would result in more variants.

In summary, the two types of adapt lead-time both impact revenue but as noted
there is also a direct relation to costs for AS.

4.4 Summary of Financial Measures and Strategic Lead-Times

Three financial measures have been identified based the fundamental definition of
return on investment, ROI. As indicated in Fig. 3, the demand based lead-times mainly
impact revenues and the supply based mainly impact cost and assets. Revenue is
created by the customers and hence the demand based strategic lead-times represent
revenue opportunities. The delivery lead-time D is the time the customer waits for
delivery and the adapt lead-times are related to customization. The adapt lead-time
requested by the market (AD) also represents the shortest possible delivery lead-time
but, if still competitive, a D that extends even further upstream reduces the risk of the
supplier and the need for buffers which is a consequence on the asset side.

The supply-side affects assets most obviously in terms of E (raw-materials inven-
tory) and I (work-in-process inventory). Note that I is related to a logical entity [7]
which could involve for example a single site or a network of sites. The key message
here is that everything upstream from I would be considered as DM. In addition, there
is some impact on assets from D, on the demand side, since the positioning and
dimensioning of the CODP buffer is based on properties of D. From an inventory
perspective this means that the three strategic lead-times E, I, and D correspond to the
three categories of inventory from an accounting perspective, i.e. raw materials
inventory, work-in-process inventory and finished goods inventory (which is a special
case of CODP inventory). S, finally, also impacts assets from the supply side but it is a
separate case as it is not related to one particular class of inventory but it is rather the
baseline for when plans must be firmed (c.f. PTF) and hence this indicates a shift to less
flexibility to changes in the planning horizon. The strategic lead-times I and E have

Fig. 3. ROI, financial measures and the strategic lead-times.
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obvious relation to cost as they are related to the two main categories of direct costs, i.e.
DM and DL, and in addition also the allocation of indirect costs since DM and DL are
often used as a basis for allocation. E and I also provide some insights on the ratio
between DM and DL. The types of activities involved are however not known from a
general perspective and the actual magnitude of the costs cannot be observed. Finally,
AS indicates potential future customization offerings and as such it is not only a
revenue opportunity but also a source of additional cost if the opportunity is exploited.

5 Financial Measures and the Decoupling Framework

The strategic lead-times can be used in positioning of strategic decoupling points where
AD (A in Fig. 4), D, and I are of particular interest. These three lead-times indicate the
position of three strategic decoupling points: Customer order decoupling point
(CODP), Customer adaptation decoupling point (CADP), and Purchasing order
decoupling point (PODP). These three types of decoupling points are illustrated in
Fig. 4 and the corresponding buffer points are illustrated with black triangles. The three
financial measures used in ROI are also included in the figure and positioned based on
their respective relation to the strategic lead-times, as outlined above and illustrated in
Fig. 3.

The three decoupling zones CODZ, CADZ, and PODZ represent a mix of conditions
before and after each zone (the Z in the zone acronyms represents Zone) (see e.g. [7]).
For example, CODZ is the customer order decoupling zone and is related to a com-
promise between forecast and customer orders. Two of these zones also represent the
condition for positioning of the demand information decoupling point (DIDP) and the
supply information decoupling point (SIDP), both related to information transparency.
The fundamental framework in Fig. 4 is thoroughly discussed and defined in [7]. In [8] it
is shown how eight different supply chain management strategies can be interpreted in
terms of a decoupling framework. This is here extended to also involve financial

Fig. 4. Financial measures and the decoupling framework.
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measures. Further research will involve empirical investigation of the relationships
between financial measures and strategic lead-times. In particular the companies
involved in this research has expressed interest in the measure “cost of lead-time” but as
shown here also revenue and assets may play a significant role.
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